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SCARED BUT NOT SCARED—Virginia Biddle's heart is still thumping and jumping after her thrilling escape from death when Harry Richman's yacht Chevalier, on which she was a passenger, was wrecked by mystery gasoline explosion at Greenport, L. I. pier. The gorgeous "Golden Girl" was painfully burned about the ankles. Helen Walsh, another show sister, was more seriously singed.

"WHAT A MAN:" Hudson, otherwise the Rev. Gay Edward Hudson, who married Mrs. Minnie McN. Kennedy, mother of Angel Anna McPherson, as he signed the prisoners' register in Los Angeles, where he is held as a fugitive on a bigamy charge from the state of Washington.

BINGO! BINGO!—Bingo! Bingo! Bingo! that's the thing! Yip, ah-cha-cha, or something like that re-sounded from the mixed party with mixed drinks that was going into battle royal when Hollywood tipplers dragged Count (A. C.) Tamburini out of the melee and into the wagon.
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